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3 comp
Dish machine, not in use

Quat 400

Hot box 1
Hot box 2
Wic

145
130

40

Hamberger patties, hot box 1
Precooked chicken, hot box 1, 1 hr
Packaged alfredo sauce, hot bath
Sausage biscuit, hot box 2
Scrambled eggs, hot box 2
Sausage gravy, hot box 2
Chicken biscuit, hot box 2
Cheesburger, ric
Deli ham, wic
Deli turkey, wic
Cut lettuce, wic
Shelled eggs, wic, ambient temp

Hot Holding
Reheating
Reheating
Hot Holding
Hot Holding
Hot Holding
Hot Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding
Cold Holding

145
104
152
142
142
134
136
41
39
41
41
40
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0

8: No paper towels at hand sink by the 3comp. Soap dispensors out but a bottle 
of dawn was next to the hand sink. Cos discussed proper supplies at hand sink 
with pic and pic restocked the paper towels. 
39: Observed wiping cloths left in prep areas not in sani water. 
53: Ceiling and floor tiles in poor repair throughout kitchen. 
Ice build up in walk-in freezer
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1: Pic in process of cervsafe ccert course, can correctly talk food safety. 
2: Pic aware
3:  (IN) There are no food workers observed working with specific reportable symptoms or illnesses.
4:  (IN) Employee isn't drinking, eating, or using tobacco in a food preparation area.
5:  (IN) No employees exhibiting persistent coughing, sneezing, runny nose, or watery eyes.
6: Pic stayed on task 
7:  (IN) Employees are observed using suitable utensils or gloves to prevent bare hand (or arm) contact with ready-to-eat 
foods.
9: See source
10:  (NO): No food received during inspection.
11:  (IN) All food was in good, sound condition at time of inspection.
12:  (NA) Shell stock not used and parasite destruction not required at this establishment.
13:  (IN) All raw animal food is separated and protected as required.
14:  (IN) All food contact surfaces of equipment and utensils cleaned and sanitized using approved methods.
15: 
16: Did not observe cooking at time.
17: See food temps - pic stated the precooked chicken had been reheating in the over for 30-40 minutes and then moved 
to the hot box and stated he was about to cut it and continue cooking it in pasta alfredo. Pic voluntarily moved it back to 
the oven. Discussed proper reheathing times, temps, and equipment. 
18:  No food observed cooling at time
19: See temps - gravy was a 1°f off, observed the hot box at 128°f initially, came back after 5 minutes and it was at 135°f. 
Pic raised temperature. 
20: See temps. 
21:  (IN) Verified date marking system in place for all ready-to-eat TCS foods that are held longer than 24 hours.
22:  (NA) No food held under time as a public health control.
23:  (NA) Establishment does not serve animal food that is raw or undercooked.
24:  (NA) A highly susceptible population is not served.
25:  (NA) Establishment does not use any additives or sulfites on the premises.
26:  (IN) All poisonous or toxic items are properly identified, stored, and used.
27:  (NA) Establishment is not required to have a variance or HACCP plan, performs no special processes.
57: 
58:

See last page for additional comments.
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See last page for additional comments.
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Email kevin.taylor@fivestarfoodservice.com

Additional Comments


